
Siachen: Worlds highest and
deadliest battlefield

The Siachin Glacier is a glacier located in the eastern Karakoram
range ,just northeast of the point NJ9842 where the line of control
between India and Pakisthan ends.At 76 km long it is the longest glacier
In Karakoram and second-longest in the world’s non polar areas.It falls
from an altitude of 5,753m above sea level at its head at Indira Col on
the India-China border down to 3,620 m at its ends.The entire Siachen
Glacier, with all its major passes,has been under the administration of
India .Pakistan maintains a territorial claim over the Siachen Glacier and
controls the region west of Saltoro Ridge.

The Siachen glacier is the highest battleground on
earth,where India and Pakistan have fought intermittently since 13
April 1984.Both countries maintain a permanent military presence in
the region at a height of over 6,000 m.UN officials presumed there
would be no dispute between India and Pakistan over such a cold and
barren region.Together,the nations have about 150 manned outposts
along the glacier,with some 3000 troops each.Official figures for
maintaining these outposts are around 300 million and 200 million for
India and Pakistan respectively.

Life is tough at the Siachen Glacier, due to sub-zero
temperature that dip below-60 degrees,constant threat of



snowslides,cracks on glacciers, high-speed wind and potentially fatal
altitude-related aliments.The climatic condition is the bggest challenge
for the armed forces.Soldiers stationed in the area are affected by
aliments like frost bites ,hypoxia,hypothermia and white outs.As many
869 Indian soldiers have lost their lives in Siachen since 1984 due to
climatic conditions,in comparison to around 2000 Pakistani soldiers.
According to some estimates 97% of the casualities in Siachen have
been due to weather and altitude, rather than actual fighting

Being a soldier is not easy.Their life is filled with challenges.They
spend a great deal of time away from their familes and it disturbes
them emotionally but they are always busy safeguarding the nation.A
soldier leads a very hard and disciplined life,right from training to the
time he joins active duty
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